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       Investment Analyst | The Community Outcomes Fund 
Brooklyn, New York 

 
The Community Outcomes Fund 
In communities across the country, social challenges persist while resources remain 
stagnant or may decline. Today, more than ever, governments must find ways to smartly 
spend scarce dollars. Outcomes financing has emerged as a promising way for local 
governments to fund what works and improve outcomes for disadvantaged communities. 
The Community Outcomes Fund invests in these next generation public-private 
partnerships that leverage private dollars to fund the delivery of high-impact services, 
where investors are repaid with a return based on the program achieving agreed upon 
outcomes. At the local level, the Fund's investments are driving dollars into evidence-based 
services that measurably improve economic, social, educational, and health outcomes in 
low-income communities. Nationally, the Fund's investments facilitate a meaningful shift in 
public policy to align funding with community outcomes.  
 
Job Description 
The Investment Analyst for The Community Outcomes Fund will be primarily responsible 
for supporting all aspects of the investment process.  
Responsibilities include:  

§ Investment Structuring – Build financial model and conduct sensitivity analysis. 
§ Due Diligence – Assist with investment diligence of social service models and 

providers, including quantitative data on historical performance and impact, and 
qualitative assessments of evidence-based programs. 

§ Portfolio Management – Monitor investments in Fund portfolio, coordinate 
investment reporting, and other aspects of portfolio management. Assist in investor 
relations efforts to communicate portfolio information to LPs. 

§ Pipeline Management – Track investment opportunities and manage relationships 
with key pipeline partners. 

Qualifications 
The ideal candidate will possess the following: 

§ Bachelor’s degree in relevant major.  
§ 1-3 years’ experience as financial / investment analyst (preference for experience in 

a formal analyst training program) or comparable quantitative training and 
experience in consulting. 

§ Positive attitude and empathetic disposition; drive to do work in service of others.  
§ Excellent understanding of and ability to create and control complex Excel-based 

financial models and Powerpoint presentations. 
§ Keen interest in impact investing, evidence-based policy, community development 

and/or public-private partnerships; experience is a plus but not expected.  
§ Ability to travel as needed for diligence of investment opportunities and asset 

management of existing investments.  
§ Ability to work independently and communicate with external partners. 
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§ Commitment to a collegial workplace and the flexibility and drive to thrive in an 
evolving start-up environment.  

Benefits 
§ Competitive benefits  
§ Salary will be commensurate with experience  

To Apply 
Please send a copy of your resume and statement of interest to The Community Outcomes 
Fund at hr@maycombcapital.com with the subject line “Investment Analyst” 
 

Our firm actively seeks out candidates who bring with them a commitment to racial equity 
and a diverse set of lived experiences. 

No telephone calls, please. Only applicants selected for interviews will be contacted. 
 


